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Young Racing Sensation Yannic Prumper Joins Team Thunder Power RC 
 

Thunder Power RC signs Yannic Prumper of Germany as the newest addition to the racing team. 

LAS VEGAS, NV.  July 19, 2011 – Known throughout Europe as one of the rising stars of touring car racing, 17 year old 
Yannic will join 3-time World Champion Marc Rheinard, Viktor Wilck and Thomas Pumpler to represent Team Thunder Power 
RC.  Yannic is relatively new to the top level racing circuit with only a 
couple years of racing under his belt, this rookie has made all the 
Pros take notice.   Yannic recently raced in the Euro Touring Series 
(ETS) which finished the sixth round of competition in Andernach, 
Germany.  His skills were well matched to compete among the Pros,  
as Yannic finished in 3rd place overall for both the race event and 
ETS series points.  Yannic finished just behind fellow TPRC team 
driver Marc Rheinard and his Yokomo team mate Ronald Volker.   

“Thunder Power RC will bring a new dimension to my competition 
level performance.  I am looking forward to using the Z3R brushless 
motors and LiPo batteries.” states Yannic Prumper.  “I am excited to 
be a part of the Thunder Power RC team.” 

Yannic will represent the TPRC Team at major International and US electric/LiPo events. Thunder Power RC would like to 
welcome and thank Yannic for trusting in Thunder Power RC to be the power behind his podium level performance.  We know 
that Yannic will continue to help develop the power and performance to take TPRC LiPo battery and brushless motors to the 
next level of performance to remain #1 in Performance and Reliability. 

Thunder Power RC CEO and Owner Charlie Wang with Yannic  Prumper and 
Team Manager Jim Skinner at the ETS Andernach Race. 

About Thunder Power RC 
Since 2003, Thunder Power RC has been the world-leader in the advancement of Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery power and charging 
solutions for a wide variety of RC, UAV/UAS and other applications.  Continuing to set industry-leading standards in performance and 
reliability is why more pilots, drivers and professionals world-wide choose Thunder Power RC LiPo batteries over any other brand.    

Thunder Power RC, # 1 in Performance and Reliability 
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